Sipar provides Publishing services for those who need help on:

Text translation from French, English into Khmer and text re-writing if needed

Khmer text editing (proofreading committee)

Illustrations and art directions

Publishing follow up, book design and corrections

Printing, binding and finishing

Coaching services for new publishers

The services fee* is available upon request.

To make a quotation, we need to know: editorial services, book format, page number, paper for inside and cover pages, book finishing and more.

*Income from all services goes to support Sipar NGO

They have benefited from our services

Kinal Foundation

British Embassy

UNICEF

Dominique Dordain

Lycée Français René Descartes

Contact us:

Huot Socheata
Publishing Program Manager
#9 st 334, Beng Keng Kang 1, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Tel: +855(0)23 555 21 90
Email: edition@sipar-cam.org
Website: www.sipar-books.com